ARIO STUCCO ORO/ARGENTO/BRONZO/OTTONE is ideal for giving walls a soft spatula effect with elegant shades of either metallic gold, silver, bronze or brass. Depending on the desired finish, RIALTO STUCCO ORO/ARGENTO/BRONZO/OTTONE can be applied over RIALTO EVOLUTION or RIALTO VENEZIANO.

PROPERTIES
- good adhesion
- not prone to shrinkage
- ready-to-use
- resistant to washing

PURPOSES
ARIO STUCCO ORO/ARGENTO/BRONZO/OTTONE is a smooth, shiny resin-based finish created with a spatula.

Antonio Robles  Location: San Juan Capistrano, California
**WORKING INSTRUCTIONS**

- clean the surfaces to be coated, removing any loose material and filling in where necessary
- apply a coat of **ARIOLO FINISH**, diluted with 15% water
- apply a thin coat of **ARIOLO EVOLUTION** with a chrome trowel, leaving a layer of about 0.3 mm in thickness
- after the surface has dried (usually 6 hours), apply another coat of **ARIOLO EVOLUTION** with a chrome trowel or spatula without polishing
- apply one or two coats of **ARIOLO STUCCO OR/ARGENTO/BRONZO/OTTONE** using the traditional Venetian spatula technique (allow 1 hour before applying next coat)
- wipe down with a soft cloth to remove excess material and to obtain the desired effect
- **ARIOLO STUCCO OR** is typically applied over **ARIOLO EVOLUTION 321**
- **ARIOLO STUCCO ARGENTO** is typically applied over **ARIOLO EVOLUTION 204**
- **ARIOLO STUCCO BRONZO** is typically applied over **ARIOLO EVOLUTION 241**
- **ARIOLO STUCCO OTTONE** is typically applied over **ARIOLO EVOLUTION 448**
- apply only when temperature is above 41°F (5°C) and not exceeding 86°F (30°C)
- store the product in the container at temperatures above 41°F (5°C) and not exceeding 86°F (30°C)
- check with your local department of environmental quality for disposal requirements and recycle whenever possible

**COVERING CAPACITY**

The average covering capacity (full effect) is 200-400 sq. ft. per container.

**PACKAGING**

ARIOLO STUCCO OR/ARGENTO/BRONZO/OTTONE is available in 375g (13.2 oz.) containers.

**REFERENCES**

For further information regarding the product mentioned in the text, see the following technical sheets:

ARIOLO EVOLUTION
ARIOLO VENEZIANO
ARIOLO FINISH
ARIOLO CERA D’ARTE

The information contained in this sheet is the result of laboratory analysis. Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.